EMPI Journey to Australia

The first stop on our journey to Australia was Port Macquarie where we connected with the EMP spiritual community who traveled from various parts of Australia. Cath Webber Martin came from Victoria and was honored for her long-standing contributions to Healing Touch, Energy Medicine and Esoteric Healing. What a delight having her presence at this gathering. She brought many gifts of memories of launching the Healing Touch Program in Australia and the close network of practitioner and teachers who worked together in harmony in those early days. Jenna Vos from Byron Bay added her charm to the group as it was through her efforts that I was able to go to South Africa where we currently have a thriving program there. The programs were blessed having Dr. Warwick Hain speaking and Christine Hill on the entrance of energy medicine into health care in Australia. Through these two experts and soul practitioners we were able to share in their unique contributions to health and healing in their country blending traditional health with energy medicine. The Pattinsons, Sue, Craig and Stephanie were honored for their efforts to make the tour outstanding. Their attention to details and loving style make it a remarkable experience for all in addition to Craig and Sue’s contributions with their wisdom on their work with Energy Medicine.

An additional highlight of the trip was the Jade Lily film and daily Chi-Kung on the beach experience led by Dustin Leaney. His unique contribution set the energy each morning as we spent an hour on the beach setting our energies...
TRIANGLE HOLISTIC CENTER BECOMING A SPIRITUAL REFUGE AND CENTER OF PEACE

Over the years the Triangle Holistic Center (THC) a Center of Excellence and headquarters for Energy Medicine Partnerships International has become a beacon of light for spiritual renewal. In 2009 was the blessing of renown spiritual Buddhist Western spiritual leader, Lama Surya Das teaching about “The Big Questions” revealing spiritual truths of life’s questions that affect each of us in becoming clear. His wisdom and energy added to the ambiance laid by the other spiritual teachers who have taught there, New Zealand Tohuna, Dr. Rangimarie Pere in 2007 and South African Sangoma, Cedric Hood in 2008 who have graced THC and provided a spiritual nest to support a broad spiritual base of healing and teaching. May the blessings continue to unfold through these contributions in anchoring the energy of PEACE, LOVE and FORGIVENESS from a variety of faith traditions.

Aborigine Elder Bob Randall has been invited to present the Aborigine ancient wisdom of Kanyini; the principle of connectedness through caring and responsibility for one another. “It is not about me-ness but instead our-ness” he said. EMP has made a commitment to work with him, Rose, CJ, Credo Mutwa of South Africa to provide Centers of Peace – designed to support ALL to come to a new place of health and healing that supports their unique path.

At the THC is a new Labyrinth to provide a vehicle for walking spiritual path while holding spiritual questions for health and healing. During one of the classes participants take time to experience this new addition to the center in 2009. A flowing pond outlines this path and provides a home for the seven koi fish donated by Joann Davis for the center from her home pond. The energy of the koi provide a renewed sense of connection to water that holds the vibration of cleansing and awakening. Their movement creates waves of energy that flows generating harmony with the elements.

Also to this end the THC houses many spiritual treasures that have been collected over the last thirty years as Dr. Bulbrook went about the world connecting with the people, land, animals, traditions and spiritual teachers gathering a collection of spiritual resources to link in with those experiences creating a web of light that serves to nourish the soul. This heritage will be preserved for generations to come and serve help renew the spirit. Teaching how to work with these tools commenced in Calgary in 2008 at the Worldwide Conference there and in 2009 at the EMP annual meeting held at the THC in March. In San Diego this year at the annual meeting further sharing of how to work with these spiritual tools will be given and empowerment of various EMP teachers to carry on the tradition of working with these spiritual tools.

to the beauty and vibration of nature. Dustin's DVD is available for purchase and is a NOT to miss addition to your health routine.

From here the group went to Alice Springs where we were met by Aborigine elder, Bob Randall. He and his partner Barbara guided us through this Aborigine historical site. We heard Bob sing “Brown Skin Baby” famous song of heartache of taking the Aborigine children from their parents. We heard from him a first person account of what it was like as well as from one of his peers who was also housed there in the early days. This is a scene and story that imprints you with the outrage of “government” know best and destroys lives in the guise of “we are only trying to help.” Bob is the epitome of gentleness, kindness, forgiveness and love that we can all learn from.

Frankie was one of the Aborigine medicine men who showed us the source of Aborigine medicine and how they work with it. We were able to buy some and bring it back caring the secrets of their ways of working in harmony with nature. In addition we were taught by the women and gathered some of their medicine for healing as well. These both can be obtained from Uncle Bob.
From Alice Springs we journeyed to Uluru or Ayers Rock the sacred site of the Aborigines. We made our own way and viewed this mystical heritage for several days while staying at the Aborigine college on site. The highlight was being taken to the Aborigine only sites that are off from the tourist venues and given the stories first hand by Uncle Bob. We cooked breakfast in his home and were honored by a personal song by his daughter Anita and an interpretive dance of the Stolen Generation journey by another of his daughters. This was a spellbinding event and will never be forgotten.

We were shown three piece of property of Uncle Bob’s were he hopes to establish Centers of Peace and teaching of the Aborigine ways. To make a contribution to this effort contact Uncle Bob at www.kanyini.com.au

Our tearful goodbyes were filled with joy of having had this unique memorable experience. We vowed to return and to continue working with him on his vision for worldwide centers of peace.
Spiritual Greetings

The close of 2009 brings memories of what has happened to open hearts and to close them. I have reflected on my own dynamics and choose love. This morning early while listening to a Tibetan Master Chants by Lama Tashi I was healed and inspired by the Bodhisattva of Wisdom – Manjushri Mantra: OM AH RA PATSA NA DHI. Translation: Wisdom ripens all sentient beings whose purpose is to develop wisdom. Recitation of this mantra increases one’s wisdom allowing one to discriminate between the independent way things mistaken appear to exist and the interdependent way they actually exist. From this base I was guided to write the Power of Love chant quoted below. I wanted to have words that easily helped me focus on what I needed. This chant came after emotional stressful events this past week. Both the Buddha chant and the following two chants in addition to Manjushri Mantra provided direction and inspiration: The Power of Love and Forgiveness Chant brought joy to me and a renew sense of direction on how to move forward in my life – letting go of what needed to be let go of and bring in light by opening the heart through love. Opening the heart is facilitated by the energy of forgiveness. Through forgiveness can we experience true love. Forgiveness opens the heart to love as does loving opens the heart to forgiveness – we can forgive as we open the heart and stop dwelling on what is not working and switch to what has worked in our lives and in our relationships through love.

I invite each of you for 2010 to focus on who and what you need to forgive, and how you can more fully move into the energy of LOVE. These spiritual practices can help you to awaken and move to a new place personally and professionally (including with EMP and EMPI) for 2010!

News from Edmonton, Canada 2009

Marsha Read from Calgary has stepped down from the role as the EMP country coordinator to focus on personal priorities. We have valued and appreciated the dedication, support and visioning over the years Marsha has contributed to the growth EM in Canada. She has offered TYLEM training of instructors in Calgary and started new training in Dawson Creek that has been very successful. We look forwarded to supporting the community moving forward.

Twila Hayes continues to provide leadership for the development of Energy Medicine for Animals and has gained a reputation for her expertise in working with horses that is recognized throughout the country. She has had a funded program with Sears Canada for the EMAP for Kids and 4H groups. In addition she is offering TYLEM and supervising the development of the work in Saskatoon, Moose Jaw, Okotoks, Calgary AB and Cadogan, AB. Go Twila!

Ronald Boivin has promoted research in Energy Medicine and combining his practice with EM and Energy Psychology. He been selected from an esteem group of candidates for the position of chairperson of ASET. Congratulations on your achievement! Ronald has offer clinical work in Edmonton, Calgary, Grande Prairie, Dawson Creek, Ft. Saskatchewan and Falher. Ronald Boivin and Jane Fry have offered courses in TYLEM in the Edmonton area and have built a wonderful community there as well as training new teachers Christine Steel and Nicole Daruda for TYLEM. Jane and Ronald are trained to offer TYLEM Practicums, Meridian and Body System training, EMAP small animals, Kids Helping Kids and Partners in Health. We look forward for more teaching from our new instructors and expanding the programs in the community.

Judy North continues to have a thriving practice in EM and HT as well as Thelma Shulyk being busy offering support to the community with her administrative expertise as well as clinical expertise.

Ron and Anne Marie Duff Hutton continue to offer a support groups at a senior home and assist the practitioners in training in the area providing a constant thread of loving service in St. John’s, Newfoundland.